World

Iran sets hostage terms — The Iranian Majlis set terms Sunday for the release of the 52 American hostages still held in Tehran. According to Tehran radio, the hostages will only be released together if all set conditions for release are met. Otherwise, they will be released in stages as the U.S. complies with Iran's terms. President Carter commented that the Iranian action "appears to offer a positive hint" for the future release of the hostages. Complications may arise, however, as there have been reports that the students are now unwilling to release the hostages to the Iranian government.

Campus

Dirigbas wins UMOC contest — The "Dirigbas," the Baker House candidates is last week's "Ugliest Man on Campus" contest, won first place in a field of fourteen entries. The contest, run by Alpha Phi Omega, collected $437,53 for the American Cancer Society. The final standings for the official candidates were:

Dirigbas, $1,708
The Hump, $635.94
Klinger, $324.57
Dark Vader, $126.13

Top write-in candidates were Jerry Marks with $631.87 and Steve Pist with $485.79.

By Jay Glass

Weather

Generally cloudy today but quite mild. Highs should reach 60, There will be scattered showers with highs in the middle 50's under sunny skies. Temperatures dropping tomorrow night into the upper 30's; rain showers. A cold front will push through overnight, and lows will be in the middle 40's. Cooler tomorrow with highs in the middle 50's.

By James Franklin

classified advertising

CALCULATOR

TI-58 and PC-100C Power — Used once for research project. Package deal only $25. (see text for both. 90-day guarantees. Call 62-1005.

Watershed

Handout


Room sublet


WEATHER REPORT
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10% OFF

Collegiate Travel
Thanksgiving Break Bus Trip

MIT $25.20, with coupon
round trip

NYC

* Coupon must be redeemed by Nov. 10, 1980
Call 263-5585

Boise Cascade Specialty Paperboard Division

Makers of MIT thesis cover material and other quality products. Interviewing November 5 to hire 1 or 2 super folks graduating in June. EE, ME or CHE with power systems background. Project responsibility for hydro and electrical distribution system as well as mechanical systems. Looking for general management potential. Sign up now!

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine

prepared by chef rated 5 stars in New York City

Cocktails • Take Out Service
Open Daily 11:30AM - 12:00PM

CHINESE PASTRIES
SAT. & SUN. only
11:30AM - 2:00 PM

Everytime I tasted there was excellent, and several dishes had that very clarity of flavor that first attracted us all to Szechuan food and that we haven't noticed as much in recent years.

Robert Naitano — The Real Paper June 28 1980

LUNCH BUFFET

$2.95 ALL YOU CAN EAT

460 Mass. Ave., Cambridge
876-6299

INTERVEP

S. A.

Research & Development Center
An affiliate of Petroleos de Venezuela, S.A.
INTERVEP carries out research & development in the areas of petroleum exploration, production, refining and petrochemicals. The research facility is located in suburban Caracas. The work atmosphere is dynamic and stimulating and our staff is young and committed.

We are interested in interviewing chemists, chemical engineers, computer engineers, mechanical engineers, geotechnical engineers, geochemists, geophysicists, geologists, petroleum engineers, and information science specialists who are pursuing graduate degrees and are interested in a career in applied research.

Venezuelan nationals are encouraged to apply. Bilingual candidates preferred.

Sign up to meet with us on November 10.

If unable to meet us on November 10, send your resume to:

INTERVEP
759 Welch Road, Suite 204
Palo Alto, CA 94304
An equal opportunity employer.